
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ameer e Shariat Moulana Shah Abu Saud Sahab Baqwi 
 

Name and Family: 

Moulana Abu Saud Ahmad  bin Hafiz Muhammad Abdu Sattar Bin Moulana 

Muhammad Ibrahim bin hafiz Muhammad lubbe was born on 11 Rabiul Awwal 

1329AH _13 march 1911AD on Sunday in Virinjipuram nearby Velore a famous city 

of Tamil Nadu. 

He began memorizing the Quran under his father's guidance, and became 

HafizeQuran in a very short period of time. He was very committed with the 

memorization and recitation of the Noble Quran, so he became a good memorizer and 

strong learner, after memorizing The Quran he began his early education of Arabic 

and Persian under his father . 

 

ALIMIYYAH and FAZILA: 

When he reached the at the age of 15 he got admitted in 1346AH _1927 AD to 

pursue his higher education in a well known religious institution madarsa Baqiyaat -

us- Salehat in Welore ,where he spent all his countless and endless hard work and 

completed his Alimiyah and fazilat along with the training of giving fatawas ,in the 

same year he took the exam of munshi and fazil from Madraas University. 

Job 

Before laying the foundation of Jamia Sabilur Rashad,  he performed 

excellently in managing and teaching in "Islamia high school meelosharm" and 

Madarsa Baaqiyattus Salehat . 

 

Foundation of Darul uloom sabilur Rashad: 

After he resigned from Baqiyaat us Salehat, he travelled to Bangalore, where 

he discussed and deliberated sincerely about his idea, later he intended to establish a 

Masdarsa named Darul uloom Sabilurrashad ,and lasted as a principal and rector till 

his last breath.  

 

Today, with the blessing of Allah SWT it's scholars, researchers and Huffaz are 

providing their services in various fields of research and academics in addition with 

the works in the field of science. Several scholars established institutions, and many 

are involve in preaching and reforming too. 

 


